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ABSTRACT Africa and the world is characterised by different kind of changes. Globalisation, for instance, brought about that leaders have to lead in a cross-cultural context. Cross-cultural people skills, therefore, became important. The objective of this conceptual and theoretical research is to discuss ways by which leaders can improve their cultural intelligence levels within the African organisational context. Cultural intelligence can be improved by, inter alia, obtaining knowledge of current leadership practices in the African context. Thus, this research discussed the leadership and management in Africa, followed by a description of a cultural intelligence implementation model of leadership. Lastly, servant leadership as a way to implement the cultural intelligence implementation model is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The environment, wherein organisations function is continually configured by many changes (Penceliah 2008; Diedericks and Rothmann 2014; Shammot 2014). It becomes an important requirement for leaders to adapt to changes such as globalisation, virtual companies, more diverse employees, autonomous working groups and changing job requirements of employees (for instance not fixed tasks but tasks according to different projects) (Grobler et al. 2011). The workplace became multi-cultural due to globalisation. The leaders, therefore, need to interact and manage people who are culturally diverse (Penceliah 2008; Van Zyl 2009). Africa is also part of these changes and has seen a dramatic shift in the way organisations and individuals, within the business environment, view culture, ethnicity, socio-economics, gender and ethnicity (Sales 2006; Penceliah 2008).

Further, the African leaders are not simply relating to those with whom they share a culture. Migration has meant that many countries have diverse cultures (Sales 2006). In South Africa, for instance, there are 11 official languages, which reflect the extent of cultural diversity within one nation. Furthermore, these 11 languages do not necessarily reflect all cultural differences, as South Africa has refugees and new settlers from other nations, as well as ethnic minorities, such as Chinese residents (Van Zyl 2009). Every African leader, whether in politics, business or the non-profit sector, will work not only with culturally different groups within a nation, but also with people from neighbouring countries as well as unfamiliar cultures from across the world, such as China, India and the United States of America (Van Zyl 2009). The African leaders, therefore, need to be culturally intelligent.

Further, with the increasing globalisation two myths have to be challenged if leadership is to be effective in a culturally diverse environment (Schneider and Barsoux 1997; DuBrin and Dalglish 2003). Firstly, with the advent of symbols recognised across the world, and the increasing use of English as the language of business, the myth has arisen that cultures are converging; that we are all becoming more like each other (Van Zyl 2009). The advent of the European Union has not reduced the differences between the French, Irish and Germans. What it means is that they must learn how to work with each other while taking difference into account. Throughout Africa, these differences are apparent. Kluckhohn and Strodebeck already warned in 1961 that the pressure for homogeneity – the process of globalisation – is creating a pressure for divergence rather than convergence.

The second myth, according to Van Zyl (2009), is the assumption that what works well as leadership in one culture will work equally well elsewhere – that management is a science with a set of universal principles. Takeo Fujisawa, Co-founder of Honda Motor Company, however indicated the following: “Japanese and American management practicees are 95% the
same, and differ in all important respects” (Schneider and Barsoux 1997).

Technology and internet communication also means that most business and political leaders will have contact in some way with people from different cultures, who have very different assumptions about what is important and how to behave (DuBrin and Dalglish 2003). In the business environment, leaders will increasingly be responsible for organisations operating in a number of different countries simultaneously. Here, similar results will be required for each business, but the cultural conditions in each may be very different and, therefore, require different behaviour (DuBrin and Dalglish 2003; Diedericks and Rothman 2014; Gil-Lafuente and Luis-Bassa 2014).

Leading people effectively is critical to organisational efficacy. An important aspect of managing people effectively is to manage people across different cultures. Leading across cultural differences, whether on an international or organisational level, requires specific interpersonal attitudes and skills, as well as technical and organisational knowledge (Manning 2003). Schein (2010) puts it as follows: “Cultural understanding is desirable for all of us, but is essential to leaders if they are to lead in an effective way”.

Further, Mendelek et al. (2006) indicated that leading cross-culturally should take into consideration the context in which it is done (in this instance the African working context). They posit as follows:

“The West underpinned and has continued to supply leadership and management ideas, political systems, and economic infrastructures to Africa, from colonial times to present. With their seemingly good intentions, most Western theories that are continuously being used in organisations in Africa have not achieved their desired outcomes because many Africans finds it difficult to relate to them, having to sacrifice their authenticity to fully embrace such Western ideals. This highlights the need to understand the African context as well as the indigenous thought system and, in particular, the perspective of the African worker (Mendelek et al. 2006)”. …

The prime aim of this conceptual and theoretical research is to discuss ways in which leaders can improve their cultural intelligence levels within the African organisational context.

**METHODOLOGY**

Conceptual and theoretical researches are being focused on to look at ways in which leaders can improve their cultural intelligence levels within the African organisational context.

**Definitions and Nature of Concepts**

Different concepts relating to this research will be conceptualized and discussed below. Culture can be conceptualized as a set of basic assumptions — shared solutions to universal problems of external adaptation (how to survive) and internal integration (how to stay together) — which have evolved over time and are handed down from one generation to another (Van Zyl 2009). Sauer (2008) observed that culture is the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one category of people from another. Penceliah (2008) viewed culture as a group or community which shares common experiences that shape the way they understand the world. It includes groups that a person is born into such as gender, race or origin as well as groups that one joined or became part of (Penceliah 2008). Out of the above mentioned concepts of culture it can be assumed that there are some kind of collective/shared thinking amongst a certain kind of group of people who help the group to survive and to stay together.

Cultural intelligence (CQ) is a capability that allows individuals to understand and act appropriately across a wide range of cultures (Crowne 2008; Livermore 2011). Sauer (2008) and Earley and Ang (2003) indicated four dimensions of CQ, namely cognitive CQ, metacognitive CQ, behavioural CQ and motivational CQ.

Cognitive CQ referred to a person’s knowledge obtained from education and practical experience with regard to the ways and norms of cultures (Ang et al. 2006). Metacognitive CQ is part of cognition and refers to a person’s awareness of his or her cognitive system and the outcome, thereof, (in other words control over individual thought processes relating to culture) (Ang et al. 2006). Livermore (2011) indicated that metacognitive CQ is how one makes sense of culturally diverse experiences. It occurs when one makes judgements about one’s own thought processes and those of others. An example is: “Can you plan effectively in light of cultural differences?” (Livermore 2011: 7).
Behavioural CQ referred to adaptation, verbal and non-verbal, to comply with the norms and means of a culture when interacting with members from that culture (Sauer 2008). Livermore (2011) is of the opinion that behavioural CQ involves having a flexible repertoire of responses that suit various situations while remaining true to one.

Lastly, motivational CQ reflects the capability of a person to direct focus towards learning about other cultures in order to apply new skills to the situation as required (Ang et al. 2006). This pointed to the leader’s interest and confidence in functioning effectively in culturally diverse settings (Livermore 2011).

Sauer (2008) is of the opinion that leaders with high levels of cognitive and metacognitive CQ also rate high on cultural judgment and decision making, referring to the quality of decisions made in an intercultural context. High levels of metacognitive and behavioral CQ are positively related to effective task performance, reflecting the extent to which a leader meets the role expectations in a multicultural setting (Ang et al. 2006). Lastly, the combination of behavioural and motivational CQ determines the level of cultural adaptation abilities that a leader possesses. The cultural adaptation referred to the ability to adapt to an intercultural environment in a social and psychological sense (Ang et al. 2006).

Sauer (2008) is of the opinion that high levels of cultural judgement and decision making, cultural adaptation, and effective task performance lead to intercultural effectiveness and cultural intelligence.

Further, to achieve cultural intelligence in an organisational context, it is important to understand leadership in the African context.

LEADERSHIP IN THE AFRICAN CONTEXT

To improve cultural intelligence (CQ) in an organisational context, the leaders should attempt to understand the realities faced by leaders in Africa, the specific societal and cultural values which may affect leadership and, lastly, the concept of ubuntu.

Realities Faced by Leaders in Africa

According to Mbigi (2005), Khoza (2006) and Van Zyl (2009) as well as Van Zyl and Du Plessis (2009), the following issues can be considered by leaders in Africa:

- There is an exponential difference between the level of development of leaders and that of their workers/employees and the community.
- In many cases the leaders are from first-world levels, but the workforce is from a combination of second- and third-world levels, with the emphasis on the latter.
- Community leadership centres on the collective brotherhood of mankind or ubuntu.
- Societies have significant cultural and ethnic differences, and, in some cases, ethnic groups are in conflict with each other.
- Developing third-world employees is not as simple as it is perceived to be in the first world. Third-world employees think in an abstract way; therefore, development should emphasise abstract symbols and storytelling to get the message across.
- Some unions representing employees are very militant and are focused on collective actions.
- Many companies pay employees for skills obtained and not for the outcome of performance.
- Major stakeholders in African companies are often not from Africa, and, therefore, do not understand the realities faced by leaders in the African working context.
- Leaders are often unable to support a specific change or product because it would clash with tradition, and they might feel that they cannot risk stepping out of line.
- Leaders often fail to meet their targets because of a lack of skills in the available workforce. Most African governments prevent the inflow of foreign workers to retain employment for the locals.
- The majority of society is still operating in communalism mode, expecting all citizens to be either poor or to be equally well off.

It is also important for leaders working in the African working context to understand specific African cultural values which may affect leadership in business.

African Societal and Cultural Values Which May Affect Leadership in Business

African societal and cultural values can be summarized as follows (Mbigi 2005; Shonhiwa 2006; Khoza 2006):
• Africans prefer spiritual collectivism to individualism. Spiritual guidance is expected and respected;
• There is an inclination towards consensus in problem solving rather than dissension;
• Follower humility and helpfulness is expected, instead of wanton criticism. The spirit of ubuntu (the concept of fellowship; loosely translated as ‘you are who you are through other people’) is greatly valued and each person is very much conscious of this concept;
• There is an inherent trust and belief in the fairness of those in leadership; hence a lack of criticism;
• African moral standards are based on ancestral values; thus, history plays a prominent role in guiding future conduct;
• Society is a structure based on an inclusive system of hierarchy. This inspired orderliness and acceptance of authority;
• Perpetual optimism and a belief in superior forces underlie the African sense of being and attitude towards life. This explains the ease with which fanatic allegiance is instilled into the minds of young people who become guerrilla fighters and, lastly;
• There is a tacit expectation that those who are in a supervisory position will display sound leadership and not let their subordinates down. Subordinates expect their leaders to display a heightened sense of ethics, fairness, transparency and accountability. Unfortunately, many leaders today fail to uphold these values (Shonhiwa 2006; Van Rensburg 2007).

In accordance with African tradition, the community defines a person (Karsten and Illa 2005). Thus, the philosophy of ubuntu, as mentioned above, provided a strong base for leadership in the African working context (Faulkner 2008).

Ubuntu as a Leadership Concept

The origin of ubuntu developed along deep spiritual lines within the indigenous African family system (Poovan 2005). Ubuntu developed spontaneously through the sharing of cattle, commodities and pieces of land for the purposes of survival (Faulkner 2008; Praeg and Magadla 2014).

Poovan (2005) submitted that ubuntu literally means “I am because we are”, and forms basis of the community’s concept of leadership. Poovan (2005) indicated that ubuntu is not a leadership style or a business technique, but an epistemological and humanistic philosophy. Thus, the focus is on people as well as sharing and providing some guidelines for leadership styles and management practices.

Faulkner (2008) summarised the key values of ubuntu as follows:
• Sharing: A need for security in the face of hardship has provided a commitment to helping one another. This value is not based on a simple exchange, but is the result of a network of social obligations, based predominantly on kinship.
• Deference to rank: Although, traditional rulers were the senior lineage as a result of their titles, they had to earn the respect of their followers and rule by consensus.
• Sanctity of commitment: Commitment and mutual obligation stem from group pressure to fulfil one’s promises and to conform to social expectations (obligations to all stakeholders).
• Regard for compromise and consensus: The main characteristic of traditional African leadership is a leader who personifies the unity of the tribe and who must live the values of the community in an exemplary way without being an autocrat. The leader must rely on representatives of the people to assist him to be guided by consensus. As a result of this collective responsibility, everyone has the right to question in open court.
• The concept of openness: The concept of openness is reflected in structures that have flatter and more accessible hierarchies, consensus-seeking decision making, and an internal climate of participation and openness. Leadership practices also reflect a participative, egalitarian and open approach.
• Good social and personal relations: Commitment to social solidarity and to the maintenance of good social relations.

A CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE IMPROVEMENT MODEL

Further, as previously indicated, high levels of cultural judgment, and decision making as well as cultural adaptation and effective task performance, leads to intercultural effectiveness and cultural intelligence (Sauer 2008).
To improve the CQ amongst leaders, the following model can be considered:

Figure 1 depicted four steps that contribute to improved cultural intelligence levels amongst leaders. Each of these steps will be discussed below.

**Step 1: Commitment from Top Management/Creating a Shared Value/Organizational Culture**

Dalglish and Therin (in Van Zyl et al. 2011) are of the opinion that it is the primary responsibility of top management to instruct, motivate and inspire employees with regard to openness to other culture groups. Further, top management has to set a company policy with regard to cultural openness and the improvement of cultural intelligence which should clearly be communicated to all employees. People should be told and retold in unmistakable terms that the company is firmly committed to cultural openness and the improvement of cultural intelligence in all its activities (Dalglish and Therin 2011).

Du Plessis (2012) purported that creating an awareness of a diverse culture, its impact on business and the people in the business, is the logical entry point for any cultural intelligence improvement program. This process should be implemented at executive level first, to ensure buy-in and commitment, not lip-service, from each top management member (Du Plessis 2012; Anvari et al. 2014).

Van der Wal and Ramotsheoa (2001) indicated that the CQ of employees can be developed by means of implementing the ubuntu concept within the organizational culture. Ubuntu embraces a set of social behaviors such as sharing, seeking consensus and interdependent helpfulness which, if recognized, valued and incorporated into the culture of organizations, could exert considerable positive outcomes on business results (Van Zyl et al. 2011). Ubuntu is the label that covers the way members interact and share...
experiences. It, therefore, strives to reach beyond a purely managerial approach and strengthens an attitude of listening to each other and having open conversations. Karsten and Illa in Van Zyl et al. (2011) indicated that storytelling, inclusive decision making and participatory team meetings, are the key features of ubuntu. The setting of an organisational culture is the function of the top management of that specific organisation, and top management should, therefore, be responsible for implementing ubuntu in the organisation’s culture (Karsten and Illa, in Van Zyl et al. 2011).

**Step 2: Improving Cultural Judgement and Decision Making Amongst Leaders**

Further, as previously mentioned, leaders with high levels of cognitive CQ and metacognitive CQ, rate high on cultural judgement and decision making. Cognitive CQ (knowledge about how cultures are similar and/or different) can be improved by means of education and exposure to other cultures and ways of thinking or acting (Sauer 2008). Poovan (2005) as well as Sauer (2008), however, indicated that it is impossible to create an all-inclusive list of differences and similarities between cultures. These authors suggest exposure (for instance practical work sessions for members of different cultures groups where similarities and differences within the work situation are discussed) as a better option for developing cognitive CQ.

Further, Crowne (2008) as well as Peeters et al. (2014), indicated that leaders can be exposed to other cultures by means of traveling, studying, reading, viewing television or interacting with someone from that culture. Crowne (2008), however, is of the opinion that the best exposure is excursions to other cultures’ customers or suppliers, short visits to international (other cultures’) divisions, and long-term emersion in a new host culture. Crowne (2008) indicated that, by interacting with another culture, a leader will be influenced by that culture which will, in turn, influence that leader’s level of knowledge and understanding about the culture, and how it differs from his or her own.

Metacognitive CQ referred to how leaders make sense of culturally diverse experiences (Livermore 2011). Leaders can be part of facilitation sessions where they reflect individually on their judgements with regard to their own thought processes and those of others (in other words what the person knows and believes about his/her own cognitive processes). This should then be discussed so that leaders can make sense of these culturally diverse experiences (Livermore 2011). As a part of the facilitation process they should understand, in the light of cultural differences in the company, the advantages of cultural strategic thinking (Livermore 2011).

**Step 3: Improving Cultural Adaptation Amongst Leaders**

Cultural adaptation can be realised by means of high levels of behavioural CQ and motivational CQ (as already discussed). Livermore (2011) is of the opinion that motivational CQ has ample drive to take on the challenges that accompany multicultural situations (as already discussed), as well as one’s interest and confidence in functioning effectively in culturally diverse settings. If top management can instruct, motivate and inspire their employees with regard to openness to other cultural groups (see step 1), leaders should be motivated to function effectively in culturally diverse settings. Livermore (2011) indicated that leaders’ performance should also be evaluated against their energy and willingness to persevere in culturally diverse settings, despite the possibility of failure.

Behavioural CQ involves having the ability to understand and execute the necessary actions such as language, greetings and social conduct, with a reasonable level of proficiency. This proficiency included a flexible repertoire that suits various situations, while still remaining true to oneself (Livermore 2011). Sauer (2008) indicated that the behavioural aspect of CQ is the cumulative result of cultural strategic thinking (metacognition) and motivation. Adaptation to different cultures is not only concerned with knowledge and the motivation to persevere, but also with the efficient implementation or enactment of that which has been learned (Sauer 2008). A person with a high level of behavioural CQ is able to pick up the finer, subtle cues and nuances of a specific culture during an interaction and interpret those cues in such a way that they can be mimicked in a socially and culturally acceptable way (Sauer 2008).

**Step 4: Improving Intercultural Task Performance Amongst Leaders**

High levels of metacognitive and behavioural CQ (as already discussed), are positively related to effective task performance, reflecting the
extent to which a leader meets the role expectations in a multicultural setting (Ang et al. 2007). Livermore (2011) is of the opinion that leaders will reach their role expectations and perform effectively in their intercultural tasks if cultural strategic thinking (metacognition) is followed by the appropriate behaviour (behavioural CQ).

The above mentioned steps can contribute to culturally intelligent leadership within the African organisational context which, in turn, may improve on the four steps (as discussed above).

**SERVANT LEADERSHIP AS A WAY OF IMPLEMENTING THE CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE IMPROVEMENT MODEL**

Nearly every review of the contemporary literature on servant leadership begins with Greenleaf (1977, in Irving 2008). Greenleaf makes the argument that, by definition, servant leaders are to be servants first, for it is the proven record of service that provides the basis by which the led will choose who they will follow (Irving 2008; Choi and Ng 2014).

Tavanti (2006) viewed that servant leadership emphasizes the need for leaders and organizations to focus on meeting the needs of others. Current personal and organizational leadership studies emphasize a sense of community, empowerment, shared authority and relational power (Mahembe and Engelbrecht 2014). These elements have been recognized by numerous authors as great indicators of the promise represented by servant leadership (Tavanti 2006). Despite the fact that, to date, there have been very few research studies on the application and characteristics of servant leadership (listening, empathy, healing, awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, commitment to the growth of people, and building community), the notion of servant leadership has been gaining momentum across most organizations and contexts (Northouse 2003).

The Greenleaf Centre suggests that the servant leadership paradigm can be applied as an institutional philosophy; a model for profit and non-profit organizations (Tavanti 2006; Beck 2014). Tavanti (2006) argued that servant leadership is relevant across sectors, beliefs and cultural contexts. Tavanti (2006) puts it as follows: “We suggested that certain characteristics of African philosophies and cultures fit the concept and values of servant leadership”.

Servant leadership, in many ways, provides answers to some of the cultural and ethical dilemmas faced by people in business and other types of organizations (Van Zyl et al. 2011). Van Zyl et al. (2011) described servant leadership factors such as love, humility, altruism, incorporation of the followers’ vision, trust, empowerment and service. Van Zyl et al. (2011) indicated that these factors corresponded well with the ubuntu ideal in African companies. He further indicated that, due to the connection of servant leadership with the indigenous values of ubuntu, it represented a significant breakthrough in the potential of implementing servant leadership theory throughout African companies.

Cref (2004) is of the opinion that servant leadership provides a bridge by which ubuntu can be applied within African companies. He also stated that a concerted application of servant leadership should be practised through training and development actions within an organisational context.

Although, some researchers (Van Zyl et al. 2011), indicated that it will be difficult to implement servant leadership in a dynamic and demanding work environment, Tavanti (2006) suggested that several Fortune 100 companies have applied and advocated for servant leadership as a new paradigm for success.

Lastly, West and Bocarneo (2008) indicated that due to the fact that servant leaders demonstrate factors such as building trust, compassion, developing others, sharing leadership, listening before speaking, building communities and providing leadership, these factors are probably the best way to undertake cultural changes within the modern company today.

**CONCLUSION**

Managing/leading people effectively is critical to organisational efficacy. Leading in a cross-cultural context such as the African working context with its diverse workforce, needed high cultural intelligence levels amongst leaders. Leaders should try to understand the realities faced by the leaders in Africa, the specific societal and cultural values which may affect leadership and, lastly, the concept of ubuntu. By improving cultural knowledge (and implementing the cultural intelligence improvement model), the
ability to better meet employees, customers, clients and communities’ expectations, can be realised. If important stakeholders’ needs are met, individual and organisational performance objectives will also be attained. Thus, within an organisational context, servant leadership can be an important tool for implementing cultural knowledge and the cultural intelligence improvement model.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Leaders in Africa should implement the following within the organisational context:

- Create a shared organisational culture where people share and interact experiences. Ubuntu can be used as a tool to create such an organisational culture.
- Train leaders to understand differences/similarities between cultural groups and give them exposure to different cultures. Give leaders opportunities within organisational context to make sense and to share cultural diverse experiences.
- Leaders should inspire themselves and others to be open with regard to cultural diverse experiences. Relevant behaviour according to different cultures should be encouraged.
- Strengthen effective intercultural task performance by rewarding leaders who are working effectively within diverse cultural groups.
- Train leaders on developing servant leadership characteristics like listening before speaking, building trust, empowerment of subordinates, etc. This is important because these characteristics will help leaders to effective implement cultural changes in organisational context.
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